Many large-scale parallel computers, such as those based on hypercube or multistage cube interconnection networks, can be partitioned to process applications with different computation structures and different degrees of parallelism simultaneously. However, partitioning may create resource fragments and may result in a loss of computation power. Dynamic Partitioning is an effective method to alleviate the fragmentation problem. A distributed scheme for dynamic partitioning is investigated in this paper. Distributed procedures to split a subsystem and to combine subsystems are presented. Correctness of each of these two procedures is shown and the complexity is analyzed. The procedures presented are applicable to parallel computers that use interconnection networks such as hypercube, omega, multistage cube, and extra stage cube networks.
Introduction
Parallel computers can provide enormous computing power to solve many of today's scientific and industrial applications. Due to the large number of resources involved, how to efficiently utilize these computers has become an important issue. One of the the major problems comes from the fact that different applications may have different degrees of parallelism and may prefer different computation structures. To make better use of a parallel computer, a good management scheme should be able to allocate more resources for jobs (or tasks) that have more parallelism and less resources for jobs with less parallel operations. Such a management scheme can be easily implemented if the underlying architecture can be partitioned to execute jobs with various sizes. In recent years, designing a parallel system which can be partitioned and reconfigured into several subsystems with various sizes and computation structures to solve a broad range of applications has received increasing interest [3, 6, 14, 16, 19, 21, 27] . Examples of Parallel computers which have the potential to be partitioned are RP3 [18] , Butterfly [4] , Ultracomputer [8] , PASM [24] , Cosmic Cube [20] , NCUBE [9] , and Connection Machine [25] . Multiple tasks with various size and computation structures can be executed simultaneously in a partitionable system by partitioning the system into several independent subsystems and interconnecting PEs in each subsystem according to the computation structure desired. Two models of parallel systems containing N = 2 m processors and an interconnection network are shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 (a) shows a system model in which each PE (processing element) consists of a processor and a local memory, and communicates with other PEs through the interconnection network. The interconnection network can be a single-stage network, such as the m-dimensional hypercube [9, 22] , or a multistage network, such as the omega [12] and multistage cube [23] networks. Figure 1 (a) shows another system configuration in which processors and memories are on different sides of a multistage network. The model in Figure 1 (b) will be used to investigate the partitioning problem. The other model can be treated similarly.
When a parallel system is partitioned, some subsystems may be busy in executing jobs, and some may be idle. A busy subsystem will be released and become idle upon the completion of a job. A released subsystem should recombine with other idle subsystems, otherwise a severe resource fragmentation problem may arise. Combining idle resources can be done either at the PE level or at the subsystem level. One approach of combining idle resources in a system with N PEs is the modified Quine-McCluskey procedure [13] that disjoins every idle subsystem into individual PEs and applies m iterations of the modified procedure on the addresses of idle PEs to combine them into subsystems. Combining resources is done at PE level. Another approach of managing PEs stores all PE addresses according to the order of a gray code and searches the gray code to determine what idle PEs can be combined into a subsystem [3] . Multiple gray codes are needed in this 
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method for a complete subsystem recognition. An approach that combines idle resources at the subsystem level can be found in [10] . In that approach, the whole system is considered as a lattice and subsystems as sublattices. Each subsystem is treated as an object (sublattice) with an identifier. Partitioning and recombining subsystems are done by manipulating the identifiers.
In the three approaches mentioned above, management of resources is centralized. The status of each PE or a subsystem is maintained in a global table with a particular data structure. A PE or a controller is assigned to update the system table and to perform management procedures. Disadvantages of the centralized scheme are that errors in the system table would result in deadlock or system crash, and that management procedures are executed in only one PE or one controller even though there are many idle PEs. It would be beneficial if the status information can be distributed to individual PEs and the procedures for resource management are migrated to the idle PEs. In this paper, a distributed dynamic partitioning (DDP) scheme is studied. The DDP approach consists of two processes: the distributed splitting process and the distributed combining process. The distributed splitting process splits a system or a subsystem into subsystems of smaller sizes to execute multiple jobs simultaneously. The combining process combines released subsystems and idle subsystems to reduce the fragmentation problem. The DDP approach is analyzed based on a lattice model. However, no global table is needed to store the lattice or any status information. Instead, Each PE stores its own status information. Procedures of splitting and combining are performed locally.
In Section 2, an overview of partitionable systems is given and the lattice model is presented. Section 3 presents the distributed splitting process. Section 4 shows the validity of combining subsystems in the distributed scheme. Finally in Section 5, implementation of the distributed combining process is presented and the complexity is analyzed. This research was motivated by a study on automatic reconfiguration of the PASM parallel processing system for dynamic task allocation.
Partitionable Parallel Systems
Parallel computers can be classified as either speedup-oriented or throughput-oriented [5] . They can either speed up the execution of a single job by partitioning the job into a set of cooperating processes, or maximize the throughput of many jobs by executing multiple jobs simultaneously. A partitionable parallel system can serve both purposes. It can minimize the execution time of a single job by allocating as many resources to the job as possible. When multiple jobs exist, a partitionable system can be partitioned into several subsystems so that each job can be allocated to a subsystem with suitable size.
A parallel system containing N PEs is partitionable if it can be partitioned into two subsystems with size N/2, each having all the properties of the original system with the same size [21, 27] . Each subsystem can further be partitioned independently if it has two or more PEs. Let X = x m _ 1 ...x 1 Xg be the binary address of a PE. It has been shown in [21, 22] A system is statically partitionable if it can be partitioned based on only one address bit position into two subsystems. Parallel systems based on an ADM, Gamma, or Dynamic Redundancy network are statically partitionable. They can be partitioned based on x 0 only, then each subsystem can be partitioned based on Xj only, etc. A system is dynamically partitionable if more than one address bit can be chosen to partition the system into two subsystems. Systems based on the m-dimensional hypercube or the multistage cube are fully dynamically partitionable because any address bit can be used for partitioning. Some other systems may be partially dynamically partitionable if some address bits cannot be used to partition. Examples are systems based on the Extra Stage Cube. Both of these two types of systems can be treated in the same way by considering only those address bits that can be chosen for partitioning. Hence, without losing generality, only fully dynamically partitionable systems are discussed.
After a system is partitioned to execute multiple jobs, some subsystems may complete execution earlier than others. With dynamic partitioning, any two subsystems can be combined as soon as the combined subsystem is a valid subsystem. In a system of size N ( = 2 m ), a valid subsystem of size K ( = 2 ) contains K PEs whose addresses agree in exactly m-k bit positions. A dynamically partitionable system can be modeled by using a lattice. A valid subsystem then can be represented by a sublattice.
Let P = {0, 1, ..., N -l } be the set containing all PE addresses and let X = x^^^x , , and Y = y m _ 1 ...y l y 0 be two elements in P, where Xj € {0,1} and yj € {0,1}, 0 < i < m. If Xi < y ; for all i, 0 < i < m -1 , then X is less than or equal to Y, denoted by X 2 Y, otherwise, X !oc Y. The relation " 2 " is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. A relation possessing these three properties is called a partial ordering relation. The set P together with the partial ordering relation "oc" form a partially ordered set (poset). In a poset, an element W is said to be a least upper bound (lub) of X and Y if X « W j m / Y^W and there is no other element E in P such that X 2 E 2 W and Y oc E 2 W; an element Z is said to be a greatest lower bound (glb) of X and Y if Z <x X and Z 2 Y and there is no other element E in P such that Z 2 E 2 X and Z 2 E 2 Y. A poset in which any two elements have an unique lub and an unique glb is called a lattice [7] . The poset defined above is a lattice. 
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The lattice consists of m+1 levels. Level j contains all element whose binary addresses have j l's. An element X at level j , 0 s j < m, has one chain (link) to an element Y at level j + 1 if X oc Y. These two elements are then said to be adjacent to each other.
When a system is represented by a lattice, a valid subsystem can be represented by a sublattice. Any valid subsystem can be uniquely defined by the glb and lub of a sublattice. For any two elements A and B in P, the set [X,Y] = {E I X oc E « Y, E < E P} uniquely defines a nonempty valid subsystem if and only if X <* Y [10] . For example, because 0010 oc UIO, the subsystem [0010, UIO] = {0010, 0110, 1010, 1110} is uniquely defined. Figure 3 shows a subsystem [0010,1110] in a lattice. As an another example, because 0100 !ºE 1011, no subsystem can be defined by these two elements. Smaller sublattices may be combined into larger sublattices. Both the splitting and combining processes can be done by manipulating the gib's and lub's, thereby defining new sublattices.
Distributed Splitting Process
A partitionable system can execute multiple jobs simultaneously. When many jobs are waiting for execution, they will be allocated one after another. Job scheduling is not a direct concern here. It is simply assumed that jobs are scheduled and stored in a first-infirst-out (FIFO), queue, and that each job requests a subsystem with 2 J PEs, where 0 s j <m. When the FIFO queue is not empty, jobs in the queue will be allocated to a certain subsystem one after another based on a best-fit policy. All allocated jobs will be executed in parallel. Consider a system in a state where some subsystems are busy and some subsystems are idle and the first job in the FIFO queue requests a subsystem of size 2^. If there exists an idle subsystem with size 2\ then the job will be allocated to the subsystem for execution. Otherwise, a splitting process is started, which splits a larger idle subsystem, if any, and creates a subsystem with this size. With the best-fit policy, the splitting process will try to find a smallest idle subsystem with size greater than 2K Let the size of the subsystem be 2 k , where k > j . The subsystem will be split into two subsystems of size size 2 k , one of them is then split again, and so on. Finally two subsystems with size 2-* are obtained; one of them then executes the job. In order to perform the splitting process in a distributed way, each subsystem has to maintain its status locally. In the distributed scheme, every node (PE) in a subsystem [ In the distributed scheme, each subsystem [X,Y] is controlled by its leading node, i.e., the glb X. A leading node knows the size of its subsystem. When a subsystem changes its status, the BUSY/IDLE flag and/or the BDV in every node of the subsystem must be updated. For example, if a idle subsystem [X,Y] is to execute a job, then node X will broadcast a message to set the BUSY/IDLE flag in each node of the subsystem [X,Y] to BUSY.
Initially, the whole system can be considered as a subsystem of size 2 m , i.e., all BUSY/IDLE flags are IDLE and BDV = 11...1. To execute multiple jobs simultaneously, the system should be properly split so that as many jobs can be allocated as possible. It can be shown that if the total size of all jobs is less than N, then with the best-fit policy, every job can always be allocated to a subsystem regardless of the order in which these jobs are assigned and the way in which the system is partitioned. Proof: This will be a proof be contradiction. Assume that the first job which fails to be allocated has a size of 2 J . In this case, all idle subsystems are smaller than 2 J . It will be shown first that under the best-fit policy, any two different idle subsystems must have different sizes. Then it will be shown that the assumption of failing to allocate a job will result in a contradiction to the hypothesis. Without losing generality, it can be assumed that if a subsystem is assigned to execute a job, then it will be busy all the time, i.e., no busy subsystems become idle.
(1) In the splitting process, a subsystem of size 2 k will be split only when a job requests a subsystem with size 2-" and no idle subsystem is of size 2 1 , j < i < k. After splitting a subsystem of size 2 k , k-j idle subsystems will be created. These idle subsystems have different sizes, ranging from 2 k~1 to 2*. Because no busy subsystems become idle, idle subsystems are created only through the splitting process. In other words, if one idle subsystem with a certain size exists, no idle subsystem of the same size will be created. Therefore, different idle subsystems must have different sizes. (2) Because the job that fails to be allocated has a size of 2 , no idle subsystem with size greater than or equal to 2ê
xists. Because different idle subsystems must have different sizes, at each size 2', 0 < i < 2 3 , at most one idle subsystem exists. Let S i( ji e be the sum of the size of every idle subsystem, then 11-59 which is a contradiction to the hypothesis that the total request size is less than or equal to N. Therefore, every job can be allocated.
• If the total request size is greater than N, then some requests have to wait until some busy subsystems complete' their jobs. When a busy subsystem with size 2^ is released, it will inspect the FIFO queue. If there is any waiting job whose size is equal to or less than 2 J , then the released subsystem can be assigned or split to execute the job. Otherwise the released subsystem will combine with other idle subsystems, if possible, to form a larger subsystem in order to execute large jobs. The combining process will be discussed later.
Splitting a subsystem [X,Y] of size 2 k can be done based on any bit position i where tj = 1. When node X wants to split its subsystem, it can simply choose the lowest possible bit position. After splitting, node X is still the leading node of one of the two new subsystems. The leading node of the other new subsystem and the BDVs of both subsystems have to be derived. Let W be leading node to be calculated and T ?ew be the BDV for both subsystems. It has been shown in [10] Spawn a process at node W to broadcast T to all nodes in the subsystem that contains node W. (52. 4) psize -psize -1; end (of while) (S3) Broadcast T and a BUSY message to update the status words in all nodes of the subsystem that contains node X.
The correctness of the procedure SPLIT follows directly from Corollary 1. In the procedure, the while loop contains k-j iterations. At each iteration, node X calculates W and T new (which is T at the left hand side of S2.2) and then spawns a process at node W that becomes the leading node of one of the two new idle subsystems. Node W then can broadcast T new to update the status information of the new idle subsystem. The leading node and the BDV of the other idle subsystem are still node X and T ncw , respectively. Hence node X can split the subsystem again, if needed. When the while loop terminates, node X. becomes the leading node of an idle subsystem of size 2^. It will broadcast T new and a BUSY message to update the status of this subsystem and execute the job.
Broadcasting a message has a time complexity of O(logN) in both the multistage cube and hypercube networks. In a multistage cube network, a broadcast transfer can be done by using a broadcast routing tag scheme that allows a node to broadcast to 2 nodes whose addresses differ in at most d bit positions [23] . The broadcast transfer can be done in one pass through the multistage cube network. Because a multistage cube has log 2 N stages, the time complexity for the broadcast transfer is O(logN). In a hypercube computer, the broadcast transfer can be implemented by using the divide and conquer approach with a time complexity of O(logN). In both networks, T new can be used as the broadcast tag, or to calculate the tag, depending on the particular network implementation.
The while loop in the procedure SPLIT contains at most logN iterations. This happens when k = m ( = log 2 N) and j = 0. Each iteration of the while loop (not including the broadcast transfer) can be done in constant time. Hence, the worst cast complexity is O(logN). Furthermore, it can be noted that all the broadcast transfers are performed in different (and disjoint) subsystems and hence can be overlapped, i.e., the initiated broadcasts can be executed simultaneously with each other and with the continued execution of the while loop by node X. Therefore, the total complexity for all the broadcast transfers is O(logN). The complexity of the procedure SPLIT is the asymptotic sum of the two complexities above. Hence, the procedure SPLIT has a complexity of O(logN).
Distributed Combining Process
When a system is partitioned into several subsystems to execute multiple jobs, some subsystems may finish their jobs earlier than others. When a busy subsystem completes a job and is released, it starts a combining process. The combining process will combine the released subsystem with idle subsystems into a larger one so that jobs with large sizes can be allocated and executed. The process is in a critical section so that two released subsystems will not combined with same idle subsystems. The combining process is more complicated than the 11-60 splitting process because a global search for combinative idle subsystems is needed. An idle subsystem is said to be combinative with the released subsystem if they can be combined into a valid subsystem. When a subsystem is released, some idle subsystems may be combinative, some may not. The sufficient and necessary conditions for two subsystems to be combinative were derived in [10] . The conditions are given in the following corollary without proof. idle subsystem, the combining process is a simple sequence of combining steps, each of which can be easily done by using Corollaries 2 and 3. However, it is possible that more than one idle subsystem are combinative to the released subsystem, each forming an intermediate subsystem; it is also possible that each intermediate subsystem is also combinative to more than one idle subsystem. The snowball effect created by trying to form the largest possible subsystem could make the combining process very complicated. Fortunately, the complexity can be managed by performing the combining process in a distributed way.
In the distributed scheme, the combining process is performed in the released subsystem. To combine a released subsystem [X,Y], the leading node X can access the status words contained in its adjacent nodes to determine if an idle subsystem is combinative. From Corollary 2, if an adjacent node is a leading node of an idle subsystem whose BDV is equal to that of the released subsystem, then these two subsystems are combinative. However, when an intermediate subsystem is formed, node X may not be the leading node of the intermediate subsystem. Hence, node X may not be able to apply Corollary 2 again to continue the combining process for the intermediate subsystem. For example, if [2, 3] is the released subsystem and [0,1] is idle, then from Corollaries 2 and 3, these two subsystems can be combined into an intermediate subsystem [0, 3] whose leading node is now node 0, not node 2. Node 2 is now only an inner node of the the intermediate subsystem [0, 3] and hence Corollary 2 cannot be applied again if the combining process is to be continued at node 2.
One way to solve the problem of changing leading nodes is to switch control to the new leading node and let the new leading node access status words from its adjacent nodes to resume the combining process. However, when the snowball effect occurs, i.e., when many intermediate subsystems exist during the process, switching control to new leading nodes may create multiple combining subprocesses. In addition, each new leading node has to access status words from its adjacent nodes, and hence increases network traffic.
It is conjectured that to combine the released subsystem [X,Y], node X can continue the combining process based on the status words in its adjacent nodes after becoming an inner node of an intermediate subsystem. If this is true, then node X can complete the combining process by itself without switching control to new leading nodes of intermediate subsystems. The complexity of this process would be significantly reduced. In the following, the possibility is investigated. The analysis contains two parts. The first part is to prove that it is sufficient to consider only those status words contained in the adjacent nodes of the leading node X during the entire process. The second part then proves that node X can determine if an idle subsystem is combinative to the released subsystem, or to an intermediate subsystem, even after node X is only an inner node of an intermediate subsystem. Because node X contains Tx, it can calculate TJJ by using equation 7. After combining these two subsystems, it is obvious that node X is also in the intermediate subsystem [E,F] . Hence from Theorem 4 node X can examine the status words of the remaining adjacent nodes again to find idle subsystems that are combinative to [E,F] . It is important to note that once node X has all the status words from its adjacent nodes, it can perform the combining process by itself. When more than one idle subsystem is combinative to the released subsystem or to any intermediate subsystem, node X can keep track of each possible combining sequence and find a combining sequence that leads to the largest intermediate subsystem. Let Kj be the adjacent node of X whose address differs from X in the i th bit position; FLAG[i] be the value of the BUSY/IDLE flag in node K i; T[i] be the BDV in node KT x be the BDV in node X; Tx [i] be the i th bit of Tx; NT [j] be the BDV of an intermediate subsystem. [G,H] be the largest intermediate subsystem.
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The procedure for distributed combining process is given below. It should be in a critical section so that one released subsystem can execute it at a time. The procedure is followed by a description of how it works.
The correctness of the procedure COMBINE was proven in Section 4. In statement (S2) of the procedure, node X accesses the status information from all its adjacent nodes. In (S3), because both oldj and j are set to 0 initially, at least one iteration in the while loop will be performed. In the first iteration, node X searches for any combinative idle subsystems. If no idle subsystem is combinative to [X,Y], then (S3.1.1) and (S3.1.2) are skipped, i.e., j remans 0. The value of oldj becomes 1 after (S3.2) and the loop is terminated.
If there are idle subsystems combinative to [X,Y] in the first iteration of the while loop, then for each combinative idle subsystem, node X will increase j by one and calculate the BDV for the intermediate subsystem formed. Therefore, after (S3.2), oldj s j and more iterations will be performed. The while loop will be terminated when all derived NTs have been used in (S3.1) and no new NT is obtained from (S3.1.2). In this case, oldj = j + 1 and the while loop terminates. It has shown in [10] that at most m -k intermediate subsystems can be formed in combining a released subsystem of size 2 . Hence at most m -k NTs can be obtained. Therefore, at most m -k +1 iterations will be performed, one iteration for the released subsystem and m-k iterations for the intermediate subsystems.
When the while loop terminates, the number j indicates the total number of intermediate subsystem The complexity of the procedure COMBINE can be calculated by summing up the complexity in each step. The complexity of (S1) is 0(1). The complexity of (S2) depends on what interconnection network is used. In a multistage cube or omega network, the access time of one status word is proportional to the number of stages, and hence has a complexity of O(logN). In a system based on hypercube, the complexity of reading one status word from an adjacent node is 0(1). Because node X has m address bits and the address of each adjacent node differs from X in one bit position, node X has exact m adjacent nodes. Hence, the complexity of (S2) is 0(log 2 N) in a multistage cube network and O(logN) in a hypercube network. In (S3), each iteration is a for loop that has a complexity of O(logN). There are at most m -k for loops, so the worst case complexity of (S3) is 0(log 2 N). (S6) and (S7) are two broadcast transfers, each having a complexity of O(logN). By summing up these complexities, the procedure COMBINE has a complexity of 0(log 2 N).
Discussion
With dynamic partitioning, a partitionable system can be efficiently managed by allocating more resources for applications with a high degree parallelism, and less resources for applications with a low degree parallelism. Applications with different degrees of parallelism can be executed simultaneously if there are enough resources in the system. Multitasking of a single job can also be supported. A job may be multithreaded into several tasks with a precedence relation among them. Ready tasks can be executed concurrently in a partitionable system. Examples can be found in [2] .
Splitting and combining subsystems are the two fundamental processes in the problem of dynamic partitioning. Distributed procedures to split a subsystem and to combine a released subsystem with idle subsystems were presented. No global table is needed to store the identifiers of subsystems. Instead, each node in the system stores a status word consisting of a BUSY/IDLE flag and a bit difference vector.
The splitting process can be easily implemented in a distributed scheme because the process is basically local the the subsystem involved. The worst-case complexity of the distributed splitting process is O(logN).
The distributed combining process is initiated as soon as a subsystem is released. One alternative is to allow a released subsystem to inspect the FIFO queue before starting the combining process. If the released subsystem can find a suitable job to execute, then the process can be saved, The combining process has to be in a critical section because it actually requests more resources to combine together. If two or more subsystems are released at the same time, only one released subsystem is allowed to perform the combining procedure at a time.
The distributed combining process is executed in the leading node of the released subsystem. It has been shown that it is sufficient to examine only those status words contained in PEs adjacent to the leading node of the released subsystem, and that the entire process can be executed in the leading node without switching the control to other nodes. These properties reduce the amount of data to be analyzed and hence significantly reduce the complexity of the distributed procedure. The distributed combining process has a worst-case complexity of O(log 2 N). In summary, both the splitting and combining procedures developed in this study are applicable to systems that use interconnection networks such as hypercube, multistage cube, and omega networks. They can also be easily modified into a centralized scheme by 11-63 using a global table that contains the status words of all nodes.
